
 

   
 

Meeting Date: August 15, 2022 Meeting Title: Town Council 
Meeting 

Submitting Department: Community Development Presenter: Tanya Anderson 

Agenda Item: Request Amendment and Addition to the 
Municipal Code Title 7 Animals as it pertains to 
supplemental feeding and wildlife attractants, and 
Title 8 Health and Safety as it pertains to garbage 
and refuse disposal  

Public 
Comment: 

Yes 

 
Purpose & Policy Considerations.  
The Town Council makes the final decision on all Municipal Code amendments.  
 
Requested Action.  
The Community Development department proposes amending the Jackson Municipal Code relating to supplemental 
feeding of wildlife, wildlife attractants, and garbage and refuse disposal in order to reduce human-wildlife conflicts, 
including human-bear conflicts. Staff recommends the following:  

Title 7 Animals 
• Amending § 7.02.010 Definitions  
• Amending § 7.08.070 Supplemental feeding of certain animals 
• Adding § 7.08.080 Wildlife attractants prohibited 

Title 8 Health and Safety 
• Adding § 8.12.105 Receptacles required 
• Adding § 8.12.108 Closed garbage containers required 

 
Recommendations.    
The Community Development Director recommends approval of the Municipal Code amendments and additions as 
presented in this staff report.  
 
Background.  
At the October 18, 2021 Town Council Meeting the following motion was made and passed:   

I move to direct staff to:  
• Research options for adopting rules for the Town – whether formal regulations, guidelines or otherwise – that 

will make the town more bear-safe, with an emphasis on making garbage and other bear attractants less 
accessible and less attractive to bears; and   

• Provide analysis of what resources, whether human, financial, or otherwise, will be needed to address the 
issue; whether those resources are readily available to the town government; and, if not available, what trade-
offs may be made to accomplish the goal; and  

• Present the options by February 2022. 
 
At the January 18, 2022 Town Council Workshop, Community Development Director presented findings as requested. 
The following motion was made and passed:  

I move to direct staff to proceed with implementation steps necessary to reduce bear and other wildlife conflicts in 
the Town of Jackson as provided in alternatives 1, 2, and 3 in the staff report dated January 18, 2022 and as 
discussed by Council at the meeting.  
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Alternative 1 focused on voluntary measures such as a community education campaign and action on Town 
owned/controlled property to “lead by example.” Alternative 2 was to amend the Land Development Regulations (LDRs) 
or Municipal Code to require bear/wildlife resistant trash containers. Alternative 3 was to negotiate franchise 
agreements with waste haulers to require bear-resistant containers be utilized in their services.  
 
To assess alternatives 1, 2, and 3, staff reviewed the approved amendments to Teton County LDRs related to wildlife 
feeding and bear-resistant trash containers, met with stakeholders for feedback related to the amendments, and 
evaluated the three alternatives as directed by Town Council. Stakeholder groups included Bear Wise (comprised of 
Grand Teton National Park, Bridger-Teton National Forest, Wyoming Department of Game & Fish, Fish and Wildlife 
Service, and the Jackson Hole Wildlife Foundation), waste haulers, and Teton County Integrated Solid Waste and 
Recycling. 
 
Analysis.    
Upon further review of alternatives staff is recommending moving forward with Alternative 1 Community Education 
Campaign and Alternative 2 Regulatory Measures proposed as amendments and additions to the Municipal Code and do 
not recommend Alternative 3 revising current franchise requirements.  
 
Staff recommends using the Municipal Code as wildlife feeding and trash receptacles are already regulated therein and 
can be amended, while amending the LDRs would require both adding new sections and aligning the Municipal Code to 
the LDRs. As such, staff recommends amending the Municipal Code over creation of an LDR.  
 
What is being regulated. Staff recommends regulating trash and attractants. Sections 7.02.010, 7.08.070, and (the new) 
7.08.080 relate to supplemental feeding of wildlife and wildlife attractants, and the new sections 8.12.105 and 8.12.108 
relate to trash. Bears and other wildlife are attracted to both unsecured trash and other food sources, such as fruit-
bearing trees, compost, and seed. Staff finds regulating both is necessary to reduce conflicts.  
 
Staff does not recommend regulating recycling. Recyclables are different from trash and should not contain food 
rewards. This aligns with the new County LDRs.   
 
Summary of key changes.  
Key changes to Title 7 - Animals, which would apply to the entire Town of Jackson, include the following:  

• Simplified definitions of “animal” to be any living creature, domestic or wild, other than a human, and of 
“wildlife” to be any non-domestic animal. 

• Prohibition of feeding for all wildlife, intentionally or unintentionally, rather than prohibiting feeding of certain 
species on a list. Feeding of livestock, raising crops, and cultivating lawns and gardens are excluded.   

• Birdfeeders are allowed, but must be inaccessible to wildlife other than birds and the area below the feeders 
must be kept free of the accumulation of seeds and other edible materials.  

• Attractants such as compost and animal feed shall not be stored or placed about properties, or shall be kept in 
bear-resistant containers or enclosures.  

• New ornamental fruit-bearing trees shall not be planted. Existing ornamental fruit trees shall be managed by 
harvesting, pruning, or fencing. Crabapple and cherry trees are attractants to bears and can be the cause of 
conflict. Native trees, even if they produce berries, are not prohibited, as they provide food for a wide variety of 
wildlife including birds.  

 
Key changes to Title 8, Health and Safety, which would apply only in areas within a proposed designated Bear Conflict 
Zone (see map below), include:  

• Designation of a Bear Conflict Zone. The zone may be updated in the future if there is a significant increase in 
conflicts in areas not currently within the zone.  
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• Within the Bear Conflict Zone, trash shall be stored in certified bear-resistant containers or bear-resistant 
enclosures. Residents and businesses who haul their waste to the transfer station themselves and do not 
subscribe to a trash pickup service may use containers that are not bear-resistant if the containers are stored 
within a bear-resistant building or enclosure while on their property.  

• Construction sites must use bear-resistant containers for attractant waste. Non-bear-resistant containers may 
be used for non-attractant waste.  

• Bear-resistant containers shall be self-locking and International Grizzly Bear Committee (IGBC) certified or 
approved by an alternative organization designated by the Town.  
o Containers that are not self-locking have low compliance rates and are not effective deterrents.  
o Sometimes containers that are on the IGBC list are dropped temporarily. Flexibility in the designating agency 

avoids costly recalls that could be short-lived. 
• Bear-resistant enclosures can be framed buildings with hard sides and a roof, chain link fencing that is fully 

enclosed and covered on top, electric fencing, self-latching doors and gates, or gates with manually operated 
locks.  

• Bear-resistant enclosures must be repaired within 72 hours if damaged. Bear-resistant containers must be 
removed or replaced within 7 days of damage. 

• Bear-resistant containers may not be altered beyond the manufacturer’s specifications.  
 

Where the ordinance applies. Staff used a Bear Conflict Map provided by Wyoming Game & Fish to locate verified bear-
human conflicts between 2011 and 2021. Staff then drafted a Bear Conflict Zone that encompasses the areas with the 
highest number of conflicts, resulting in the following map: 
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The Bear Conflict Zone includes approximately 85% of the locations with a history of bear conflicts. Applying regulatory 
measures to this zone addresses the areas with the most conflicts while minimizing the cost to haulers, residents, and 
businesses. The remaining 15% of recorded bear conflicts are scattered throughout the Town. Requiring bear-resistant 
containers throughout the Town of Jackson would have a significant fiscal impact on residents, businesses, and the Town 
of Jackson. At this point, staff recommends voluntary shifts in behavior rather than regulation in the areas outside of the 
Bear Conflict Zone.  
 
It is possible that by regulating trash bins in the Bear Conflict Zone bears will move further into Town to receive food 
rewards. Staff will continue to track bear conflicts in the Town and will review the effectiveness of the Municipal Code 
changes. The Bear Conflict Zone could be expanded later, if needed. Waste haulers who are ordering bear-resistant 
containers have predicted that it would take a year or more to get residential bear-resistant trash cans throughout the 
community, and longer to address commercial dumpsters. Blanket regulations across the Town of Jackson would delay 
implementation and could lead to increased human-bear conflicts. Limiting the ordinance to areas within the Bear 
Conflict Zone will ensure that bear-resistant trash cans go to the highest conflict areas first.  
 
When the ordinance takes effect. 
Staff is recommending that the new regulations take affect by April 1, 2023. The timing and effective date will be further 
discussed during the required three (3) readings of the ordinances. Considerations to be considered regarding the 
effective date include allowing time to complete an education/information campaign, purchase of new receptacles, 
hauler setup and implementation, etc.  
 
How compliance will be ensured.  
Compliance with the ordinance will be managed by Town of Jackson enforcement officers with education and outreach 
being the responsibility of Community Development and Planning.  
 
Additional Recommendations. 
The proposed Municipal Code changes are designed to prevent wildlife feeding within the Town of Jackson and reduce 
the attractants associated with trash in areas with a history of wildlife-human conflicts. By limiting bear-resistant trash 
regulations to a high conflict zone, we can address the issue of human-wildlife conflicts quickly and efficiently. If Town 
Council moves to make the recommended Municipal Code changes provided herein, staff will concurrently:  

1. Stand up a Town-wide education and outreach campaign, particularly targeting residents and businesses within 
the Bear Conflict Zone.  

2. Monitor the effectiveness of the bear-resistant trash regulations in the Bear Conflict Zone and provide updates 
to Council.  

3. Provide Council options with regard to phasing in bear-resistant containers for all Town-owned facilities and 
residences, and public places (not just those in the Bear Conflict Zone). 

 
Possible Alternatives.    
Staff had originally considered using trash hauler franchise agreement requirements (alternative 3) as an 
implementation strategy. Although this is still an alternative staff is not recommending it as it would likely delay action 
until the agreements are up for renewal in 2024 and beyond. It could also lead to some haulers not renewing their 
contracts. This would affect the viability of locally owned businesses, and could impact service, as the remaining haulers 
may not have the capacity to expand their service to absorb additional customers. Additionally, this option does not 
address other wildlife attractants, such as ornamental fruit-bearing trees.  
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Comprehensive Plan & Priority Alignment.    
Principle 1.1—Maintain healthy populations of all native species.  
For future generations to enjoy the ecosystem that exists today the community must manage our impacts to wildlife, 
wildlife habitat, and wildlife movement corridors on private and public land. The prevalence of wildlife that is central to 
our ecological, social, and economic character requires an intact ecosystem that supports all native species. Therefore, 
efforts to protect wildlife must extend to all native species.  
 
Policy 1.1.d: Limit human/wildlife conflicts  
Limiting impacts to wildlife, wildlife habitat, and wildlife movement corridors include limiting wildlife/human conflicts. 
Designing for wildlife permeability is necessary but attracting wildlife into the built environment can be dangerous for 
both wildlife and humans. Human/wildlife conflicts, especially those involving large predators, can result in human injury 
and/or relocation or killing of the animal. The tiered system of protections described in Policy 1.1.b should consider 
measures to limit wildlife attractants near the built environment, such as palatable vegetation and accessible trash. 
 
Public Comment.  
On June 9, 2022, staff met with a group of waste haulers to seek feedback on how the transition to bear-resistant trash 
containers was going in the County, and input on implementing bear-resistant containers in the Town of Jackson. 
Feedback from the waste haulers pointed out several challenges:  

1. It takes time to get bear-resistant cans. According to one hauler’s estimate, it would take about a year to get 
enough cans for every residence within the Town of Jackson. It would take longer to address commercial 
dumpsters.  

2. Bear-resistant cans are more expensive. Bear resistant cans for every residence in the Town of Jackson would 
cost residents an estimated $1.09 million dollars according to one manufacturer. Commercial dumpsters 
average $5,000 each.  

3. Additional staff time is required by haulers to service bear-resistant containers. This is passed on to customers 
through higher rates for bear-resistant cans and service. One hauler noted that if bear-resistant containers were 
enforced for all businesses in Town, they would need two people on each truck instead of one. Currently, 
haulers lack confidence in their ability to hire additional staff.  

4. The alleys in the downtown core are too narrow to support bear-resistant dumpsters. Upgrades to 
infrastructure would be required and could be costly. 

5. Commercial bear-resistant dumpsters are heavier and noisier than standard dumpsters. Requiring them in the 
downtown core would increase noise pollution and the added weight would accelerate damage to roads.  

6. There are some safety concerns with commercial dumpsters, as users can get fingers stuck in them.  
7. There has been an additional burden on administrative staff, who now spend more time answering questions 

and working with clients than usual.  
 
On August 5, 2022, staff met with haulers again to seek feedback on our draft amendments to the Municipal Code. The 
haulers present at that meeting expressed that they would be able to manage servicing bear-resistant containers within 
the Bear Conflict Zone. One hauler stated that the bear-resistant container manufacturer he used would not have 
enough cans available until February. The company would need time to distribute cans after that. All haulers requested 
having time prior to implementation of the ordinance. Collectively, they estimated that about 70 percent of their 
customers in Teton County are in compliance with the county-wide LDR amendments that went into effect July 1, 2022.   
 
On June 8, 2022, staff met with Bear Wise, a group of agency officials that work on wildlife issues. Staff met with Bear 
Wise again on July 29, 2022 to share the Bear Conflict Zone map and draft amendments to the Municipal Code. 
Feedback from this group included a suggestion from Teton County Public Works to prohibit alterations of bear-resistant 
containers beyond the manufacturer’s specifications, and a suggestion from the Wyoming Game and Fish Department to 
prohibit unintentional feeding of wildlife along with intentional feeding. Staff agreed with these suggestions and edited 
the draft amendments to reflect them. Several members of the Bear Wise group expressed a desire for stricter 
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regulations regarding bird feeders. Based upon previous feedback received from the bird watching community regarding 
accessibility issues for senior citizens, staff chose to keep bird feeder regulations similar in scope to Teton County’s LDRs.  
 
A variety of other stakeholders were sent a copy of the Bear Conflict Map and draft amendments to the Municipal Code 
for feedback.  

Wyoming Wildlife Advocates expressed concern that the bear-resistant trash ordinance only applies within the Bear 
Conflict Zone and does not apply to the entire Town of Jackson. They wrote that “research out of Durango and other 
communities has shown that when you get attractants in one area secured, bears often go to other areas to find food. If 
these conflict priority areas have garbage and other attractants secured, it may cause bears to begin to go farther into 
town where there are worse attractants like grease traps and dumpsters that are often overfilled.” They shared concern 
that bears pose a greater threat to humans in the higher density areas and encouraged staff to include the entire town 
within the ordinance. 

The Jackson Hole Conservation Alliance suggested expanding the conflict zone to include everything south of South Park 
Loop Road to connect Tribal Trails to the Hidden Ranch area.  

Grand Teton National Park wrote in support of the consistency between the proposed amendments to the Municipal 
Code with the updated LDRs for the County as well as food storage regulations on federal jurisdictions. They added that 
“the proposed conflict zone map and associated bear-resistant requirements fit well with my understanding of the 
spatial distribution of bear conflicts in Jackson,” and “focusing resources on securing attractants (e.g. trash) on the 
periphery so bears aren't encouraged to proceed any farther has been effective in other localities. We used a similar 
strategy in the park when phasing food storage lockers in overtime”.  
 
Teton County Integrated Solid Waste and Recycling has expressed support for bear-resistant container regulations if it 
does not conflict with Pay-As-You-Throw pricing, a component of the Road to Zero Waste plan. Pay-As-You-Throw 
incentivizes waste reduction practices such as composting, recycling, and diversion of materials by charging smaller fees 
to customers who produce less waste. This can be accomplished through offering two or three different sizes of trash 
can and charging according to the size of the bin and by offering less frequent pickup for a lower rate.  
 
Currently, at least one waste hauler offers lower fees for customers who use smaller bins. There are multiple bear-
resistant container sizes available, and two sizes are currently being offered by a Jackson Hole Bear Solutions. Customers 
with several other haulers can choose different frequencies of pickup to reduce their costs. The proposed amendments 
to the Municipal Code should not interfere with a future adoption of Pay-As-You-Throw pricing.  
 
Fiscal Impact.    
Most of the cost of implementation falls on residents, businesses, and waste haulers.  

• Residents within the Bear Conflict Zone will be required to upgrade to a bear-resistant trash container. Bear-
resistant containers for residential customers are estimated at $400 per bin. Residents with bear-resistant trash 
containers also pay an increased fee for waste hauling , which is approximately $10 more per month than 
service for non-bear-resistant containers. Bear Solutions Jackson Hole offers bear-resistant trash containers to 
residents for free or reduced cost to help mitigate the financial burden of the container. By reducing their waste, 
residents may be able to use a smaller container or elect less frequent pickup to mitigate the increased cost of 
waste hauling.  

• The cost of commercial bear-resistant trash dumpsters is also higher, averaging about $5,000 per dumpster. The 
increase in cost for waste hauling is approximately $50 more per month for commercial customers using 
dumpsters. There are few commercial businesses within the Bear Conflict Zone that will be affected by the 
amendments to the Municipal Code.  

 

https://wildlife.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/jwmg.21472
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There will also be costs to landowners to manage fruit tree removal or harvest, replace, or improve birdfeeders, and 
provide exclusionary fencing for other attractants.  
 
If Council elects to replace all trash containers on Town-owned land (whether at one time or on a phased-in schedule), 
the costs would be approximately $400 per residential container and $5,000 per dumpster, as well as the ongoing 
increased cost of service to haul bear-resistant containers. Expanding the Bear Conflict Zone to the entire Town of 
Jackson might also require infrastructure changes in the downtown core to accommodate larger, heavier dumpsters and 
trucks.  
 
Staff Impact.    
Staff impact related to stakeholder outreach, creating a conflict map, drafting amendments to Municipal Code, aligning 
the new code with the County LDR Amendments when practicable and completing this staff report required 
approximately 60 hours of staff time, mostly felt in the Community Development, Long-range Planning, and Legal 
Departments. Implementation of the Municipal Code amendments and communication with stakeholders and the public 
will take an estimated 30 hours of staff time.  
 
Attachments or Links. 

• Draft changes to Title 7 
• Draft changes Title 8 
• Bear Conflict Zone Map 
• Public Comment 

 
Suggested Motion.   
I move to approve the proposed amendments to Titles 7 and 8 of the Municipal Code as presented by staff in this 
August 15, 2022 staff report, including any minor modifications required by staff.   
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Chapter 7.02  

DEFINITIONS, ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT  
  

Sections:  
7.02.010 Definitions  
7.02.020 Purpose - Authority - General Provisions  
7.02.030 Capture of Animals  
7.02.040 Impounding  
7.02.045 Possession of Impounded Animals  
7.02.050 Adoption - Fee  
7.02.060 Violation - Penalty  
  
7.02.010 Definitions.  
The following definitions shall apply to this title, unless otherwise stated:  
  
. . .   
  
B.   “Animal” means any living dumb creature, domestic or wild, other than a human. as defined in this title as “dog”, 

“domestic animal”, “fowl”, “horse”, “livestock” or “predatory animal.”  
. . .  
   
U. “Wildlife” means any non-domestic animal, including, but not limited to antelope, bighorn sheep, deer, elk, moose, 

mountain goat, bobcat, black bear, grizzly bear, mountain lion, lynx, wild bison, coyote, fox, raccoon, beaver, skunk, 
badger, porcupine, and wolf.   

  
  
  
  

Chapter 7.08  
TREATMENT AND USE OF ANIMALS  

  
Sections:  
7.08.010 Killing, maiming or disfiguring animals.  
7.08.020 Cruelty to animals.  
7.08.030 Leaving animals in a public place.  
7.08.040 Release of animals.  
7.08.045 Gate and fence maintenance.  
7.08.050 Obedience to traffic regulations.  
7.08.060 Vehicular collisions with animals.  
7.08.070 Supplemental Ffeeding of certain animalswildlife.  
7.08.080 Wildlife attractants prohibited.   
  
. . .   
  
7.08.070 Supplemental Ffeeding of certain animalswildlife.  

A. Definitions.   
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1. “Supplemental feed attractants” are includes any human food, pet food, hay, forage product or 
supplement, grain, honey, seed or birdseed, salt or mineral licks, garbage, or other attractantsupplemental 
feed product made available to wildlife.  
2. For the purposes of this section “agricultural” means the science or art of cultivating the soil, 
producing crops, boarding and/or raising permitted livestock.ning.  

A. No person shall knowingly or intentionally provide supplemental feed to wildlife. attractants to the 
following animals, unless specifically authorized by an agency of either the State of Wyoming or the United 
States of America: antelope, bighorn sheep, deer, elk, moose, mountain goat, bobcat, black bear, grizzly bear, 
mountain lion, lynx, wild bison, coyote, fox, raccoon and wolf.  
C. As used in this section, the term “supplemental feed” means any additional feed product of any kind given 
to wildlife, and includes but is not limited to any human food, garbage, pet food, hay, salt or mineral 
supplements, forage product or supplements, grain, honey, seed or birdseed, and any other feed product that 
may be consumed by wildlife. made available to wildlife.    
B. A person engaged in any of the following activities is not subject to liabilityies under this section:  

1. A person engaged in tThe normal feeding of livestock, excluding the storage of the feed;  
2. A person pursuingThe pursuit of an agricultural purpose practices on land taxed as agricultural land 
as defined by W.S. 39-13-101(a)(iii);  
2. A person engaged in tThe practice of raising crops and crop aftermath, including hay, alfalfa and 
grains, produced, harvested, stored, or fed to domestic livestock in accordance with normal agricultural 
practices;  
3. A person engaged in tThe cultivation of a lawn or garden, which generates incidental food sources 
such as lawns and garden produce; and/or,  
4. A person engaged in bBird feeding, but if and only if the bird or hummingbird feeder is inaccessible 
to any wildlife other than birds and the area below the feeder is kept free of the accumulation of seed, 
seed debris, or other edible materials.  D; orbird food is made unavailable to the animals specified in 
paragraphs A and B of this Section.    
5. The person is authorized to provide supplemental feed by an agency of either the State of Wyoming 
or the United States of America.    

  
(Ord. 920 § 2, 2009, Ord. 727 § 1, 2003).  
  
7.08.080 Wildlife attractants.   

A. As used in this section, the term “wildlife attractant” means any substance which could reasonably be 
expected to attract wildlife or lead to the unintentional feeding of wildlife, which includes, but is not limited to, 
trash, food products, pet food, feed, fruit, compost, or any other material attractive to or edible by 
wildlife.  Wildlife attractant does not include recyclables that have been rinsed and cleaned.   
B. No person shall knowingly store, keep, leave out, dispose of, or place any wildlife attractants on or about 
any property.    
C. All wildlife attractants shall be stored in a bear-resistant container or inside a bear-resistant building, 
fencing, or enclosure as set forth in Section 8.12.105.   
D. Ornamental Fruit Bearing Trees.  Ornamental fruit bearing trees, which are not harvested for food and 
include but are not limited to crabapple and cherry trees, shall not be planted. Existing ornamental fruit bearing 
trees shall be managed to prohibit wildlife from feeding on fruit, and therefore, shall be either fenced in 
compliance with Section 8.12.105 or maintained by pruning the tree branches to be at least 10 feet from the 
ground and by keeping the area below the tree free of any fruit.   
E.   

  
(Ord. ____ § _____).  
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Chapter 8.12  
GARBAGE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL  

  
Sections:  

8.12.010 Purpose--Enforcement.  
8.12.020 Definitions.  
8.12.030 Storing or scattering refuse prohibited.  
8.12.040 Premises to be kept clean and orderly.  
8.12.050 Receptacles required.  
8.12.060 Closed garbage containers required.  
8.12.070 Regulations for collection by town.  
8.12.080 Using boxes for garbage unlawful.  
8.12.090 Placing loose material on street unlawful.  
8.12.100 Abuse of receptacles by collectors prohibited.  
8.12.105 Bear-resistant container or building, fencing, or enclosure required in bear mitigation zone.  
8.12.106 Maintenance and operation of bear-resistant containers and buildings, fencing, and 
enclosures.   
8.12.110 Burning garbage and refuse prohibited.  
8.12.120 Endangering property by careless burning unlawful.  
8.12.130 Cleaning premises required upon vacating.  
8.12.140 Covering vehicle required.  
8.12.150 Dumping refuse prohibited.  
8.12.160 Trailer and mobile home park owners--Garbage removal duty.  
8.12.165 Open burning.  
8.12.166 Recreational fires.  
8.12.170 Penalty for violations.  
  

. . .   
  
8.12.105 Bear-resistant container or building, fencing, or enclosure required in bear mitigation zone.  

A. For the purposes of this section, the following definitions shall apply:   
1. “Attractant waste and refuse” means all trash or other substances that could reasonably be 
expected to attract bears, which includes, but is not limited to, kitchen organic waste, food, food 
packaging, toothpaste, deodorant, lotion, insect repellant, cosmetics, spices, seasoning, grease, pet 
food, pet food packaging, soiled diapers, and sanitary pads.  Attractant waste and refuse does not 
include recyclables that have been rinsed and cleaned or yard rubbish.    
2. “Bear conflict zone” means the area(s) within the Town of Jackson designated by Town Council 
resolution “bear conflict zone,” which resolution may be updated from time to time by subsequent 
resolutions.    
3. A “bear-resistant building, fencing, or enclosure” is one that consists of or contains:   

a. A framed building, fencing, or enclosure with hard sides and a roof constructed of wood, 
non-reflective metal, or other like product reasonably designed and manufactured to 
withstand an intrusion by a bear;  
b. Chain-link fencing that is fully enclosed, including the top being fully covered;   
c. Functional and maintained electric fencing designed to exclude bears; or   
d. A combination of the above; and   
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e. Functional, maintained self-latching doors and gates, or doors and gates with manually-
operated locks.     

4. “Bear-resistant container” means a self-locking container or dumpster that is certified to be bear-
resistant by the Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee (IGBC) or is approved by an alternative 
organization designated by the Town.  A list of certified bear-resistant containers and dumpsters and 
the manufacturers that produce these products is available on the IGBC website or through the 
alternative organization designated by the Town.  
5. “Property” means any residence, building, premises, place of business, or public building or place.    
6. “Yard rubbish” means tree branches, twigs, grass, shrub, clippings, weeds, leaves, and other 
general yard, garden, and organic waste material.    

B. The following requirements apply to collection and disposal of attractant waste and refuse within the bear 
conflict zone:   

1. Every owner, lessee, or occupant of any property shall properly store all attractant waste and 
refuse in a bear-resistant container.    
2. Attractant waste and refuse may be stored in a non-bear-resistant container as long as the 
container is stored within a bear-resistant building, fencing, or enclosure at all times while on the 
property.   
3. All containers at construction sites that include any attractant waste and refuse shall be bear-
resistant containers, which shall be kept closed and secured at all times when not in active use.  Non-
bear-resistant containers may be used to store construction trash that does not contain attractant 
waste and refuse.    

  
(Ord. ________, _______.)  
  
8.12.106 Maintenance and operation of bear-resistant containers and buildings, fencing, and enclosures.   

A. Bear-resistant containers, buildings, fencing, and enclosures shall be functioning and closed and secured 
when attractant waste and refuse is not actively being deposited.   
B. Manufactured bear-resistant containers shall not be altered, modified or in any manner changed beyond 
the manufacturer’s specifications and doing so renders the container out of compliance with this Code.   
C. A damaged bear-resistant building, fencing, or enclosure that may be accessed by bears shall be repaired 
within seventy-two (72) hours after the damage.    
D. A damaged bear-resistant container must be replaced or removed by the trash hauler within seven (7) days 
after the damage.   
E. Trash haulers are required to display their business names on all receptacles they provide within the 
Town.    

  
(Ord. _____, ______.)  
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Dear Jackson City Council, 
 
On behalf of the ISWR Advisory Board, I would like to request as you move forward with plans 
for wildlife-resistant garbage receptacles that it is done in tandem with ISWR’s plans for “pay-
as-you-throw (PAYT).” 
 
We are all passionate about protecting wildlife and minimizing unnecessary human interaction 
and support your and other advocates’ efforts in this regard.  We are also passionate about the 
resolve to continue down the road to zero waste.  One of the next steps is PAYT. 
 
Simply stated, PAYT will involve differing sizes of residential trash collection bins, and the 
opportunity for less frequent pick-ups.  It would also necessarily eliminate “snow-coning” 
(filling a bin so full the lid won’t shut) and leaving additional bags of garbage outside of the bin.  
These requirements are all compatible with wildlife-resistant containers. 
 
In other parts of the country, PAYT programs have resulted in significant reductions in waste 
generation and increases in recycling.  PAYT is a keystone component of The Road to Zero 
Waste Resolution and the goal of 60% waste diversion.  
 
Implementation of PAYT will require changes in waste hauler contracts and ensuring that all 
bins are properly fitted with the proper apparatus to deter wildlife. It will also require 
enforcement.  
 
We believe that PAYT is complementary to the bear-deterrence goals and hope to see a joint 
effort between ISWR and other stakeholders as this process moves forward. 
 
 
 
Paul Cherry – ISWR Board Chair 
 
Supported and approved by ISWR board members: Tanya Anderson, Don Baker, Rani Carr, 
Katilin Creasey, Erik Kimball, Lindsey Ehinger, Kahlynn Huck, Elizabeth Ferguson 
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